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Abstract.
The Cosmic Ray Energetics And Mass (CREAM) experi-

ment is being constructed to study high energy cosmic rays
over the approximate energy range from 1 TeV to> 5× 1014

eV. CREAM is enabled by the Ultra Long Duration Balloon
(ULDB) capability being developed by NASA, which will
provide 60 to 100 days of flight duration. The instrument in-
cludes a sampling tungsten calorimeter, a transition radiation
detector, and a timing-based charge detector. We will present
details of the instrument configuration and simulated results
of its performance, including trigger and data rates, energy
resolution, energy response, etc.

1 Introduction

The CREAM instrument, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of a
timing-based charge detector, a transition radiation detector
and a thin calorimeter with a carbon target. It is designed to
determine the charge and energy of very high energy cosmic
rays. The charge detector must identify the charge of the in-
cident particle while minimizing the effect of back-scattered
particles from the calorimeter. The transition radiation de-
tector determines the Lorentz factor (γ) for Z ≥ 3 nuclei by
measuring transition x-rays using thin-walled gas tubes. The
target induces hadronic interactions, while the calorimeter is
used both to estimate the total shower energy and to pro-
vide tracking to determine which segment(s) of the charge
detector must be used for charge measurement. The track-
ing is accomplished by extrapolating the shower axis to the
charge detector. The unique TRD-calorimeter combination
provides a powerful method of cosmic-ray energy measure-
ments since the TRD response to a subset of nuclei can be
used to calibrate the calorimeter energy scale. Furthermore,
the calorimeter can also measure the energy of protons and
He for which the TRD measurement is not reliable. More
details about this powerful instrument can be found in the
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Abstract.
TheCosmicRayEnergeticsAnd Mass(CREAM) experi-

mentis beingconstructedto studyhigh energy cosmicrays
overtheapproximateenergy rangefrom1 TeV to � 5 � 10 ���
eV. CREAM is enabled by theUltra Long Duration Balloon
(ULDB) capability beingdevelopedby NASA, which will
provide 60to 100daysof flight duration. Theinstrument in-
cludesasamplingtungstencalorimeter, a transitionradiation
detector, andatiming-basedchargedetector. Wewill present
detailsof the instrumentconfigurationandsimulatedresults
of its performance,including trigger anddatarates,energy
resolution, energy response,etc.

1 Intr oduction

TheCREAM instrument, illustratedin Fig. 1, consistsof a
timing-basedcharge detector, a transitionradiation detector
anda thin calorimeterwith a carbontarget. It is designed to
determinethechargeandenergy of veryhighenergy cosmic
rays.Thecharge detectormustidentify thecharge of thein-
cidentparticlewhile minimizing theeffect of back-scattered
particlesfrom the calorimeter. The transitionradiationde-
tectordeterminestheLorentz factor( � ) for Z � 3 nucleiby
measuringtransitionx-rays usingthin-walledgastubes. The
targetinduceshadronic interactions,while thecalorimeteris
usedboth to estimatethe total shower energy and to pro-
vide trackingto determine which segment(s) of the charge
detectormustbe usedfor charge measurement. The track-
ing is accomplishedby extrapolating theshower axis to the
charge detector. The unique TRD-calorimetercombination
providesa powerful method of cosmic-rayenergy measure-
mentssincethe TRD responseto a subsetof nuclei canbe
usedto calibratethecalorimeterenergy scale.Furthermore,
the calorimetercanalsomeasurethe energy of protonsand
He for which the TRD measurement is not reliable. More
detailsaboutthis powerful instrument can be found in the
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Fig. 1. A schematicdiagramof theCREAM detectorconfiguration.

references(Beattyet al., 1999; Ganelet al., 2001; Seoet al.,
1999; Seoetal., 2000).

2 Detector Configuration

2.1 Timing Charge Detector(TCD)

TheCREAM charge determination utilizes the fact that the
incident particleentersthe charge detectorbefore develop-
ing a shower in the calorimeter, while the albedo from the
calorimeterscattersbackto thechargedetectorseveralnano-
seconds later. A TCD paddleconsistsof a long, thin slabof
fastplasticscintillatorwith adiabaticlightpipes at eachend
thatcouplethescintillatorto two fastphotomultipliers.It can
beshown thatthescintillationlight from theincident particle
will arrive at oneof thePMTsprior to that from any albedo
particle,by simply considering the geometry andeffective
speedof light within thescintillator.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the CREAM detector configuration.

references (Beatty et al., 1999; Ganel et al., 2001; Seo et al.,
1999; Seo et al., 2000).

2 Detector Configuration

2.1 Timing Charge Detector (TCD)

The CREAM charge determination utilizes the fact that the
incident particle enters the charge detector before develop-
ing a shower in the calorimeter, while the albedo from the
calorimeter scatters back to the charge detector several nano-
seconds later. A TCD paddle consists of a long, thin slab of
fast plastic scintillator with adiabatic lightpipes at each end
that couple the scintillator to two fast photomultipliers. It can
be shown that the scintillation light from the incident particle
will arrive at one of the PMTs prior to that from any albedo
particle, by simply considering the geometry and effective
speed of light within the scintillator.
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2.2 Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)

The CREAM TRD consists of 6 layers of polystyrene foam
radiator combined with thin-walled proportional tubes filled
with a xenon gas mixture. An advantage of this design lies in
not requiring an external pressure vessel, which significantly
reduces the weight of the overall TRD and allows a large unit
to provide 1.4 m2 sr geometry factor. The transition radiation
x-rays produced by nuclei passing through the radiators are
measured to estimate both the Lorentz factor and the trajec-
tory of the particle through the instrument. The TRD will be
used to measure Z≥ 3 nuclei with an energy resolution of 15
% for carbon and 7 % for iron atγ =3000. Importantly, the
energy response can be calibrated using high Lorentz factor
charged particles in a test beam. The calibration can be easily
scaled according to Z2 to determine the response for heavy
nuclei.

2.3 Calorimeter Module

The CREAM calorimeter module has three major compo-
nents: 1) an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of twenty
50 cm× 50 cm tungsten plates, 3.5 mm (1X0) thick, al-
ternating with twenty layers of fifty 50 cm× 1 cm plastic
scintillating fiber ribbons, 0.5 mm thick, 2) a 19 cm (0.45
λint) thick densified graphite trapezoidal target with an open-
ing angle of 30◦ optimized for the largest effective geometry
factor (Ganel, Seo and Wang, 1999): the target is interleaved
with a set of plastic scintillating fiber hodoscopes above the
calorimeter for triggering and tracking enhancement, and 3)
plastic scintillator hodoscopes upstream of the target to serve
as a supplementary charge detector for incident particles out-
side the Timing Charge Detector’s acceptance.

3 Simulation

The performance of the CREAM calorimeter has been stud-
ied by simulating the detector response using the GEANT +
FLUKA 3.21 package (Brun et al., 1984; Arino et al., 1987).
Protons have been generated isotropically over an incident
energy range from 100 GeV to 1 PeV (1015 eV).

The simulation results presented here were obtained by se-
lecting events in which the particles enter the top of the tar-
get, exit through the bottom of the calorimeter, have their first
interaction anywhere in the carbon target, and deposit signif-
icant amounts of energy in many layers of the calorimeter for
tracking.

A tracking algorithm is used to reconstruct the particle tra-
jectory by calculating the energy deposit centroid in each
calorimeter layer, thereby providing up to 10 x and y cas-
cade coordinate pairs. The cascade axis is determined by
fitting a straight line through these coordinates separately in
x and in y. The trajectory resolution is improved by includ-
ing hodoscope information. In this case, hodoscopes with
significant energy deposit are assumed to be below the first
interaction position, and they are treated similar to calorime-
ter layers.

To keep the event record size at a manageable level, a
sparsification scheme (discarding channels that do not have a
signal significantly above the pedestal) is implemented with
threshold levels that do not degrade calorimeter perfomance
over the incident energy range from 1 TeV to 1 PeV. The ef-
fects of sparsification level on energy resolution and tracking
efficiency, respectively, are shown as a function of incident
particle energy in Figs. 2 and 3. The tracking efficiency is
defined as the fraction of events that satisfy all the selection
criteria, including tracking cuts, out of the events that satisfy
all the other criteria. A sparsification level set around 5 MeV
is expected to keep the energy resolution within 50 % and
the tracking efficiency above 95 % for the energy range of
CREAM.

The average 1 TeV event can be a conservative estimator
of event record size, because 80 % of the triggered events are
expected to have lower energy. The average 1 TeV event has
80 hits in the calorimeter with an energy above the 5 MeV
sparsification level.

According to the simulated 1 PeV data, the maximum en-
ergy deposit in a single calorimeter scintillator readout is ex-
pected to be less than 1 TeV, so the CREAM calorimeter elec-
tronics is designed to cover the dynamic range from 5 MeV
to 1 TeV.

The mean energy deposit and the energy resolution are
shown as a function of incident energy in Figs. 4 and 5, re-
spectively. The mean energy deposit, about 0.3 %, is quite
linear with the incident energy, and the energy resolution,
about 42 %, is quite independent of the incident energy. These
characteristics are important for obtaining the true input spec-
tra by deconvolution, because they avoid bias in the spectral-
index measurements.

By extrapolating the reconstructed trajectory to the sup-
plementary charge detector, the entrance position of the pri-
mary particle is calculated. The deviation between the actual
incident position and this measured position is a Gaussian
distribution with a sigma (position resolution) of about 1 cm
as shown in Fig. 6.

4 Summary

Several simulation results for the present CREAM calorime-
ter configuration have been shown. The results indicate that
the configuration will meet the CREAM requirements of en-
ergy resolution (< 50 %) by implementing 5 MeV sparsifi-
cation level.
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Fig. 2. Effect of the sparsification level on energy resolution for
protons.
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Fig. 3. Effect of the sparsification level on tracking efficiency for
protons.
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Fig. 4. Incident energy dependence of the mean energy deposit for
protons.
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Fig. 5. Incident energy dependence of the energy resolution for
protons.
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Fig. 6. Incident energy dependence of the position resolution for
protons.
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